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Background & Motivation – Scarcity of Neuroimaging Data

Ø Brain network data is usually collected through various techniques such as functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)

Ø The data collection process is costly and expensive which leads to severe scarcity of 
available training resources and data instances

Ø Modern machine learning techniques on complex topological data requires sufficiently large 

samples to achieve effective domain knowledge extraction and discriminative power

Joshi et al. 17’ What are the steps for preprocessing fMRI data?



Related Work – GNNs & Meta-Learning

Graph Neural Networks

Ø GNN is powerful in learning topological relational information among nodes and edges 

Ø BrainGNN (Li et al. 21’) proposed ROI aware graph convolution layer and selective pooling layer

Ø With limited training samples, GNN suffers poor performance result and high variances 

Meta-Learning on Graphs

Ø Mostly surveyed on applicability and feasibility 

of joint learning on multiple objectives

Ø Shared substructure learning may not adapt 

well on dense brain connectomes

Kipf 16’ Graph Convolutional Networks



Problem Formulation

Ø We consider the brain network data with carefully parcellated ROIs and correlations as edge 
weighted graph 𝒢! = (𝒱! , ℰ! , 𝐴!) where the connectivity is represented by a node set 𝒱 and an 

edge set ℰ = 𝒱×𝒱

Ø Our objective is to train an encoder model 𝑓" + such that 𝜃 efficiently converges to optimal 
𝜃∗ on target dataset 𝒟$ given that 𝜃% is initialized via proper pre-training or meta-training on 

source datasets 𝒟& = {𝑆' , 𝑆( , ⋯ , 𝑆)}, where 𝒟& > |𝒟$|

Ø In our simplified setting, considering the multiview and multimodality nature of brain network 
dataset, we regard each view as an independent training objective. That is, given a dataset 𝒟

with 𝑘 modalities, our learning pipeline will extract 𝑘 tasks into the task distribution 𝜏.



Overall Pipeline



Data Efficient Training – Single Task Transfer Learning

Ø The first stage involves pre-training the 
encoder 𝑓"(+) on a single source task and its 
corresponding objective

Ø We use the binary cross entropy loss  
objective for graph classification

Ø We then fine-tune the model on target task 
and evaluate by cross validation

Ø Sensitive and vulnerable to knowledge gaps 
between source and target domain



Data Efficient Training – Multi-task Meta-Learning

Ø Transitioning to multi-task transfer learning 

(MTT): extending into multi-task setting 

where 𝑓"(+) is pre-trained according to an 

aggregated (e.g., sum) loss objective

Ø MTT has limited generalizability power due 

to the joint training objective 

Ø State-of-the-art meta-learning (Finn et al. 

17’) architecture demonstrates robustness in 

generalizing knowledge across domains



Dataset and Experimental Configuration

Ø Datasets: [1] BP (82 ROIs, 97 samples) [2] HIV (90 ROIs, 70 samples) [3] PPMI (84 ROIs, 718 samples)

Ø Backbone encoders: [1] BrainNetCNN (Kawahara et al. 17’) [2] GCN (Kipf et al. 17’) [3] GAT (Veličković et al. 18’)

Ø Training configurations: We consider PPMI to be source dataset, BP and HIV as target dataset



Experimental Results



Atlas Transformation

Ø Motivation: Cross dataset brain connectome 

analysis is challenged by incompatible and non-

convertible ROI definitions across datasets

Ø Learnable Linear Projections (LP): Emphasize on 

performing projection of the original input feature 

space by attaching a projection head 𝑾 ∈ ℝ*×) in 

front of encoder 𝑓"
Ø Simple Auto-encoding (AE): Emphasize on 

obtaining fixed representation of original feature 

space. The projection matrix 𝑾 ∈ ℝ*×) has the 

objective given as arg min
𝑾

∥ 𝑿 − 𝑿𝑾𝑾𝑻 ∥𝟐



Task Adaptive Reweighing

Ø Motivations: Base meta-learning framework fails to 

consider learning difficulty of different source tasks which 

leads to skewed and biased overall generalization.

Ø Analysis: We first investigate the relatedness of source 

(PPMI) and target (BP, HIV) data by visualizing a correlation  

derived from computed task embeddings (Achille et al. 19’)

Ø Observation: High correlation corroborates with clinical 

studies on inter-connections among the investigated 

diseases suggesting that each source task does not 

contribute equally to the adaptation on target task.

Ø Solution: We leverage a dynamic and optimizable scheme 

for inner-loop hyperparameter (i.e,. Learning rate, weight 

decay) selection inspired by (Baik et al. 20’). The task-

specific optimization is governed by a non-linear mapping 

function that the determines rate of convergence.



Conclusions and Remarks

Ø What we did: We proposed a data-efficient learning framework on brain network dataset. The 

framework is naturally generic and can be applied to broader spectrum of settings. 

Ø Current limitations: [1] Brain networks are multimodal and a comprehensive feature extraction 

requires capturing shared knowledge across modalities. [2] Sampling data could be costly which 

motivates meta-optimization using less training instances.

Ø Future directions: We extend to unsupervised setting for model meta-training and explore on 

sampling-efficient strategies for brain network learning.
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